The role of protease-activated receptors in regulating other ion channels

Michael Eisenhut
Luton and Dunstable University Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, Luton, United Kingdom

The authors of a recent review article on the main ion channels and receptors associated with visceral hypersensitivity in irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) emphasized the key role of protease-activated receptors (PAR)-2 in visceral hyperalgesia [1]. For the understanding of symptoms of IBS, it is fundamental to understand the interaction of ion channels systems: PAR-2 has been shown to potentiate transient receptor potential vanilloid (TRPV) 1 activation through protein kinase (PK) C- and PKA-dependent mechanisms. This involves translocation of these PKs to the plasma membrane and phosphorylation of TRPV1 as demonstrated for dorsal root ganglia cells. Inhibition of PKC in rats in vivo inhibited the hyperalgesic response to PAR-2 agonists and capsaicin, the TRPV1 stimulator [2]. Another interaction of ion channels, which may help understand the symptom of diarrhea if it is not related to increased peristalsis in a variant of IBS, has become evident from more recent experiments in an intestinal epithelial cell line mounted in Ussing chambers. It was revealed that basolateral PAR-2 activation induces cystic fibrosis transmembrane-conductance regulator (CFTR)-mediated chloride secretion by prostaglandin (PG) E2 confirming the general applicability of this mechanism, previously thought to be the likely explanation for PGE2- and PGF1-mediated stimulation of chloride secretion by PAR-2 activation [3]. The interaction with CFTR may explain changes in bowel habit by inducing the diarrhea phenotype of IBS because chloride secretion is a key event in the pathogenesis of secretory diarrhea through reduction in the osmotic gradient across intestinal epithelial cells.

Consequently, therapeutic studies are warranted to explore PKC and PG inhibitors in the treatment of IBS-related symptoms.
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Is the use of non-selective beta-blockers necessary in cirrhotic patients with small varices?

Xingshun Qiab, Xiaozhong Guoa, Daiming Fanb
aGeneral Hospital of Shenyang Military Area, Shenyang; bXijing Hospital of Digestive Diseases, Fourth Military Medical University, Xi’an, China

Non-selective β-blockers (NSBBs) could effectively prevent the development of first variceal bleeding in cirrhotic patients with medium/large varices. However, as recently reviewed by Giannelli et al [1], the clinical benefit of NSBBs remains controversial in cirrhotic patients with small varices. In line with their considerations, we would like to further comment on the controversy.

A previous meta-analysis demonstrated that the incidence of first variceal bleeding was not different between patients with small varices who received NSBBs and those who did not [2]. On the other hand, two randomized controlled trials (RCT) demonstrated that NSBBs could not prevent the development of large varices in patients with small varices. In a previous study by Cales et al, the NSBB group had a higher proportion of development of large varices than the placebo group (52/60 versus 30/67, P<0.0001, Chi-square test) [3]. In a recent study by Sarin et al, the cumulative incidence of growth of varices was similar between NSBB and placebo groups (11% versus 16%, P=0.786, log-rank test) [4]. By contrast, another RCT by Merkel et al achieved a positive result, suggesting that the cumulative risk of growth of varices was significantly lower in the NSBB group than in the placebo group (20% versus 51%, P<0.001, log-rank test) [5]. But it should be noted that NSBB did not improve the survival and increase the rate of adverse events.

Taken together, we should acknowledge the inconsistency of evidence regarding the benefit of NSBBs for the management of small varices in liver cirrhosis. Additionally, given the potential drug-related adverse events, the use of NSBBs might be unnecessary in such patients.
Successful peroral endoscopic myotomy for radical treatment of sigmoid-type esophageal achalasia by Greek gastroenterologists

Nikolas Eleftheriadis^a, Andreas Protopapas^a, John Katsogridakis^b, Apostolos I. Hatzitolios^a

AHEPA University Hospital, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki; Gastroenterology Unit of Athens, Greece

Peroral endoscopic myotomy (POEM) is currently considered the least invasive, innovative endoscopic intervention for permanent treatment of all types of esophageal achalasia [1]. POEM, however, is a technically demanding procedure, necessitating high-quality endoscopic abilities to manage the individualized technical difficulties. Herein we report a successful POEM in a 75-year-old male with sigmoid-type achalasia performed by Greek gastroenterologists.

The patient had a 45-year history of achalasia, diagnosed by manometry, endoscopy and esophagogram, treated by repeated balloon dilatations up to 40 mmHg. He also had a history of coronary bypass surgery and was under anticoagulants and antianginal drugs. He was referred for POEM due to severe deterioration of dysphagia despite treatment, including nitrates for his angina. Eckard score was 10 (stage III). Control esophagography revealed esophageal dilatation and fluid stasis, resistance at gastroesophageal junction (GEJ) and sigmoid type I achalasia, according to Inoue et al [1].

Esophagogram showed esophageal dilatation >3 cm and high lower esophageal sphincter (LES) pressure. After detailed information the patient agreed and signed to undergo POEM, performed at AHEPA Hospital, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, according to Inoue's [1] technique (Fig. 1). CO2 insufflation was administered during procedure, while Triangle-T knife was exclusively used for submucosal tunnel creation and myotomy. Selective circular myotomy 15 cm in length, 13 cm at the esophageal and 2 cm at the gastric side, was finally completed, without serious complications.

Special problems, which prolonged POEM duration (3 h), were: a) the extremely thick circular muscle, which made myotomy difficult and time consuming; b) difficulty in orientation within the submucosal space and identification of GEJ due to sigmoid esophagus. Continuous control within the esophageal lumen and retroversion in the stomach and identification of ectopic longitudinal muscle fiber [2] in front of circular muscle when approaching GEJ were helpful to extend myotomy to the gastric side; c) severe mucosal bleeding was controlled using coagulation forceps, paying attention to coagulate the vessel and avoid mucosal perforation; d) mucosal entry closure was completed with difficulty after many attempts (25 clips) and longer fasting (to 3 days).

Esophagogram and control endoscopy the day after POEM showed intact esophageal mucosa, no leakage and open GEJ with no resistance (Fig. 1B-D). He was discharged on day 3 post-operatively. During the two-month follow up he reported almost complete relief of dysphagia.
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According to this difficult and technically demanding case, we consider POEM feasible, safe and effective treatment, even for sigmoid-type esophageal achalasia, by Greek Gastroenterologists. Although it has been already proved that POEM is possible in sigmoid type achalasia, international experience in these advanced cases is still limited, and this is the first successful Greek case. Further experience and long-term results are necessary and awaited.
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Neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio as a sensitive marker in diagnosis of celiac disease

Murat Sarikaya, Zeynal Dogan, Bilal Ergul, Levent Filik
Ankara Education and Research Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

Celiac disease (CD) is a small intestinal mucosal disease leading to malabsorption due to inflammatory reaction to gluten [1-4]. CD has a prevalence of approximately 1% of the population. But, it is estimated that up to 90% are undiagnosed due to subclinical presentations [5]. Also, diverse clinical manifestations can lead to delays in diagnosis [4]. Laboratory indices and biomarkers used in daily general medical practice are important in detecting new cases of CD, otherwise a delayed diagnosis can lead to development of important complications such as osteoporosis [6-9]. Neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) was introduced as a useful index for diagnosis or prognosis of different diseases [7]. We hypothesized that NLR might change in patients with CD as an inflammatory disease. Blood count changes such as anemia, leukopenia are well-known but there is no data for NLR in CD [8,9]. In this regard, we prospectively checked the diagnostic role of the NLR in 76 patients with CD (M:26, F:50) at the time of diagnosis. Diagnosis of study patients was based on celiac antibodies (anti-gliadin, anti-endomysium and tissue transglutaminase), and duodenal biopsy [1,10]. Eighty-six patients with functional dyspepsia (M:33, F:53), all of whom had a normal complete blood cell count, C-reactive protein (CRP), and negative serology for anti-gliadin and anti-endomysium antibodies were recruited as control group. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 17.0. Chi-square test was used for comparison of categorical variables. A P-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. The Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve analysis was carried out to indicate the sensitivity and specificity of NLR and its respective optimal cut-off value for predicting CD. Mean ages of groups were 38.5±12.11 years in CD patients and 36.5±12.2 years in controls (P>0.05). NLR was significantly higher in patients with CD (2.42±1.24) when compared to control group (1.92±0.58) (P<0.019). The success of NLR in diagnosing CD was statistically remarkable when tested with ROC analysis (Fig. 1). The cut-off value of NLR was 2.32. According to this cut-off value, sensitivity was 80% and specificity 41%.
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Figure 1 The receiver-operating characteristic curve of neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio for predicting celiac disease
Neutrophils and lymphocytes are the cells that play a major role in inflammatory processes. Therefore, counts of neutrophils and lymphocytes temporarily change in inflammation. Cellular immunity obviously plays a major role in intestinal damage in CD [1,2,8]. The main pathogenesis of CD is believed to be related to a gluten-specific T-lymphocyte-mediated response resulting in an overexpression of interferon-γ in the epithelial compartment [1]. Inflammation is not confined to duodenum but also involves other gastrointestinal mucosa. Accordingly, surface lymphocytic infiltration of the stomach and colon can also be seen [9]. NLR change seems to be linked with this inflammation and cytokines. In conclusion, NLR might be used as a sensitive laboratory index in screening and diagnosis of CD.
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Primary aldosteronism during long-term ulcerative colitis: a diagnostic challenge

John K. Triantafillidis, George Malgarinos, Achilles Rentis, Konstantinos Vagianos
Iaso General Hospital, Athens, Greece

Primary aldosteronism (PA) represents an important cause of secondary hypertension. This situation is currently increasingly being diagnosed accounting for more than 10% of patients with secondary hypertension [1]. It is characterized by a variety of clinical features including cardiovascular, renal, and metabolic consequences, especially hypokalemia [2].

Ulcerative colitis (UC) often requires large doses of corticosteroids in order for the flare-ups to be settled. Hypertension or aggravation of already existing hypertension represents a well-known side effect related to the administration of corticosteroids. Significant losses of potassium could also appear during prolonged administration of corticosteroids for UC [3]. Thus, UC and PA may have overlapping manifestations.

So far, there is only one report referring to two cases of PA appearing during the course of Crohn’s disease [4]. A coexistence of PA with UC has not yet been described.

The case described herein refers to a male patient, aged 49, who suffered from UC since the age of 33. The left-sided UC ran with remissions and exacerbations of mild to moderate severity once every 2 or 3 years. During the flare-ups he received short (4 to 8 weeks) courses of prednisone (30 mg/d orally in reduced doses) plus mesalamine (3.2 g/d orally; and 4 g/d in the form of enemas). Current maintenance treatment consisted of oral mesalamine 1.6 g/d and azathioprine 2 mg/kg/d.

During the last two years, he noticed a mild elevation in blood pressure, managed with oral diuretics and β-blockers (combination of atenolol and chlortalidone 50 and 12.5 mg, respectively). In September 2011, he complained of fatigue, myalgias, and mild epigastric pain. Hypokalemia was noticed, erroneously attributed to the use of diuretics. Despite the oral administration of potassium, hypokalemia persisted.

On admission, physical examination revealed hypertension (180/100 mmHg) and arrhythmia. Routine blood tests, including complete blood count, C-reactive protein, and liver and renal function tests, were normal. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate was 45 mm/1st h. Abdominal computed tomography, celiac and renal artery angiography, and cardiac Doppler ultrasound, revealed no significant findings. However, hormonal evaluation confirmed the diagnosis of PA due to adrenal hyperplasia. The values of aldosterone in both decubitus and upright position were significantly increased. Serum renin level and renin activity were abnormal (Table 1). Underlying bowel disease was quiescent.
**Table 1 Results of serum hormonal and urine (24 h) estimation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Normal values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cortisol (μg/dL)</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>7.0-25.0 (morning)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.0-9.0 (evening)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTH (pg/mL)</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>7.0-64.0 (morning)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>5.0-30.0 (evening)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renin (pg/mL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(decubitus position)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.10-20.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(upright position)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.80-59.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renin activity (ng/mL/h)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(decubitus position)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.20-1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(upright position)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.50-4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldosterone (ng/dL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(decubitus position)</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>1.0-16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(upright position)</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>4.0-31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine vanillylmandelic acid (mg/24h)</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.8-6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine metanephrines (μg/24h)</td>
<td>460.0</td>
<td>100.0-800.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine free cortisol (μg/24h)</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>20.0-90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine aldosterone (μg/24h)</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>2.8-30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine hydroxyproline (mg/24h/m²)</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>6.0-22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine creatinine (mg/dL)</td>
<td>306.0</td>
<td>30-125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine Na⁺ (mg/dL)</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>20-110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine K⁺ (mg/dL)</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>12-62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACTH, adrenocorticotropic hormone**

In our case, the appearance of PA during the course of UC is probably coincidental. However, we suggest that clinicians should bear in mind the possibility of the concurrent existence of the two situations when managing a patient with UC and hypertension, especially if hypokalemia is present.
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**Development of Crohn's disease in husband and wife: the role of major psychological stress**

John K. Triantafillidis, Charalambos Spyropoulos, Achilleas Rentis, Konstantinos Vagianos
Iaso General Hospital, Athens, Greece

The influence of environmental factors on the development of Crohn’s disease (CD) is well established. The development of CD in a married couple might be an example underlying the importance of environmental factors involved in the pathogenesis of the disease. So far, scattered cases of the appearance of CD during the period of marriage in both the husband and wife appeared in the literature [1-3].

We describe the case of a husband and wife who developed severe CD soon after they had divorced. Five years after their divorce, one of their children, a boy, now aged 20, developed CD of the terminal ileum. To our knowledge, no similar cases have been described so far.
The wife, aged 41, developed CD of the terminal ileum at the age of 35. The diagnosis was based on the histological picture of the surgical specimen of a right hemicolectomy performed on the basis of a catastrophic situation compatible with acute abdomen (bowel perforation) appearing as the first manifestation of the disease. The postoperative course was uneventful, and she was discharged from the hospital in good health. During the six-year follow up, she experienced at least two flare-ups of mild to moderate severity. Exacerbations were promptly settled with oral administration of steroids. She is under regular follow up in our unit, on maintenance treatment with azathioprine and immunomodulating diet (Modulen IBD).

Her husband, now aged 43, developed ileocecal CD at the age of 36. The course of the disease was quite severe requiring the use of anti-tumor necrosis factor-α agent (adalimumab) at a dose of 160 mg at week 0, 80 mg at week 2, and 40 mg every 2 weeks, thereafter. Under this treatment the disease is running with a mild profile.

In both patients, CD was diagnosed 12 and 20 months respectively after their divorce, while they were not cohabitants. Both patients were smokers for many years. The female patient gave up smoking soon after the operation. However, her husband continues to be a smoker.

Their marriage lasted for 13 years. During this period, they acquired two children (a boy and a girl) aged now 20 and 17 years, respectively. Six months ago, their son (aged 20) developed CD of the terminal ileum. The diagnosis was based on the compatible clinical picture, and the findings of ileoscopy. Histology of the ileal mucosa confirmed the diagnosis of CD. The patient responded well to oral administration of budesonide (9 mg per day). He is now under maintenance treatment with oral budesonide, and we are planning to continue this kind of treatment for at least one year.

The development of CD after marriage in both the husband and wife seems to be a rare event, although the frequency of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) in children could be higher if both parents had already developed IBD at the time of conception [4]. There is increasing evidence that psychological stress is linked with and can adversely affect the course of IBD [5]. Stress has both central and peripheral effects, promoting anxiety and depression. Moreover, stress can exacerbate symptoms of CD by lowering visceral pain thresholds, thus increasing the sense of it and decreasing mucosal barrier function [5]. It is of interest that our patients strongly emphasized the fact that their divorce acted as a strong and persistent psychological stress being a causative factor for the development of IBD. However, most gastroenterologists actually dispute the role of psychological disorders in CD, and a number of conflicting opinions are expressed in the literature based on the fact that prospective investigations of life events as causative factors for IBD are relatively few.

In conclusion, we strongly believe that severe psychological stress (due to the divorce) triggered the appearance of CD in this couple, acting as an environmental risk factor.
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Large fundal varices: to glue or not to glue?

Syed Adnan Mohiuddin³, Manik Sharma³, Ragesh Babu Thandassery³, Muneera Al Mohannadi⁴, Rafie Yakoob⁴, Ahmed Muzrakchi², Saad Rashid Al Kaabi²

Hamad General Hospital, Doha, Qatar

A 45-year-old man was admitted with a one-day history of hematemesis and melena. He was had been followed up for chronic hepatitis C-related cirrhosis and had been admitted previously for management of spontaneous bacterial peritonitis. He was hemodynamically stable and general physical examination was noncontributory except for mild icterus. Investigations revealed hemoglobin 9.6 g/L, platelet count 66,000/mm³, INR 1.6, serum albumin 26 g/L, alanine transaminase 132 IU/mL, aspartate transaminase 141 IU/mL and serum bilirubin 53 mmol/L (normal <24). Abdominal ultrasound and doppler scan revealed cirrhotic liver, splenomegaly and patent hepatic and portal veins. Urgent gastroscopy revealed a large fundal varix (IGV1) with stigmata of recent bleed. He was planned for glue injection. As we injected 1 mL of glue (0.5 mL n-butyl cyanoacrylate mixed with 0.5 mL lipiodol) into the fundal varix, there was active spurring (Fig. 1). The patient developed significant bleeding and became hypotensive. He was stabilized with intravenous fluids, blood transfusion and terlipressin. An attempt was
made to radiologically embolize the gastrorenal shunt by Balloon Retrograde Transvenous Obliteration (BRTO). A large gastrorenal shunt was identified and embolization with absolute alcohol was attempted after balloon occlusion of the gastrorenal shunt (Fig. 2B). Four hours later a repeat venography revealed rupture of the balloon with minimal obliteration of collaterals. As the patient was a poor risk candidate for surgical devascularization, a second attempt was made endoscopically and 3 mL of glue (1.5 mL n-butyl cyanoacrylate mixed with 1.5 mL lipiodol) was injected. We confirmed hardening of varix with catheter probe and the procedure was uneventful (Fig. 2B). Post procedure, the patient remained stable and was discharged a week later. He is asymptomatic on follow up after 3 months.

Gastric varices account for about one-fifth of cases of variceal bleed and can result in severe bleeding with high mortality [1]. Treatment options for fundal variceal bleeding include endoscopic injection therapy with n-butyl cyanoacrylate, radiological measures (BRTO and transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt) and surgical devascularization [1,2]. Recently, use of endoscopic ultrasound-guided therapy with coils has also been advocated [3]. Various studies have recommended different volumes of glue, varying from 0.5-4 mL of glue per session with each injection consisting of not more than one mL (glue and lipiodol combined) [1-4]. In the index case, during the first session of glue injection, immediately after injection, the patient developed significant bleeding. Unfortunately, BRTO also failed in the index case. In a recent series of 41 patients who underwent BRTO, rupture of the balloon leading to technical failure of the procedure has been described in about 14% of patient [5]. As a salvage measure we injected a relatively large volume of glue (three times the usual dose per injection) to control the bleeding and this was successful. We wish to emphasize that, even in cases where initial endoscopic and radiological measures had failed, a repeat endoscopic glue injection can be attempted, especially in a large fundal varix, which can be lifesaving. Larger volumes per injection (up to 1.5 mL of glue) can result in complete obliteration of fundal varices without any significant risk of embolization.
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**Tuberculous peritonitis after treatment for chronic hepatitis C**

Evangelos Cholongitas, Theodora Nakouti, Evangelos Akriviadis

Medical School of Aristotle University, Hippocration General Hospital of Thessaloniki, Greece
A 71-year-old man was admitted to our Department with weakness, low-grade fever, and weight loss (approximately 10 kg) during the last 3 months. The patient had received antiviral therapy for chronic hepatitis C in another clinic (pegylated interferon-2a 180 mcg/week plus ribavirin 1000 mg/day) for 4 months, but this regimen had been discontinued 2 months before his admission due to the development of severe leukopenia (neutrophil count 450/mm³). On admission, the patient was febrile (37.5°C), with abdominal distension and lower limb edema. Admission laboratory findings included: hematocrit: 36.4%, white blood cells: 3.1x10⁹/μL (neutrophils: 61%, lymphocytes: 21%), platelet count: 110,000/μL, albumin: 3.0 g/dL, alanine aminotransferase: 104 IU/L [upper limit of normal (ULN)<40], alkaline phosphatase: 270 IU/L (ULN<120), γ-glutamyl transferase: 386 IU/L (ULN<38), bilirubin: 4.6 mg/dL (direct: 2.95 mg/dL), INR: 1.2, and C-reactive protein (CRP): 12 mg/L. Abdominal computed tomography showed cirrhotic liver with splenomegaly and ascites without other abnormal findings, and cardiac ultrasound was normal. Analysis of ascitic fluid revealed: leukocytes: 800/mm³ (neutrophils: 500/mm³), serum-ascites albumin gradient (SAAG) >1.1, protein: 2.6 g/dL. With the diagnosis of spontaneous bacterial peritonitis (SBP), the patient received ceftriaxone 2 g intravenously/day, but three days later, new paracentesis of ascitic fluid showed poor response to antibiotic therapy (leukocytes: 1000/mm³, neutrophils: 800/mm³). At this time, ceftriaxone was changed to imipenem 2 g/day intravenously. After 2 days, new paracentesis revealed that the number of neutrophils in ascitic fluid remained unchanged and the patient was still febrile. All cultures of ascitic fluid were negative for the common bacteria. Further evaluation of ascites was decided. Although tuberculin skin test and Ziehl-Neelsen staining of the ascitic fluid were both negative, amplified Mycobacterium tuberculosis direct test (Gen-Probe) of the fluid was intensively positive [10⁶ relative light units (RLU) (>500,000 RLU indicates active infection from Mycobacterium tuberculosis)]. Computed tomography of the chest showed no indication for pulmonary tuberculosis. With the diagnosis of peritoneal tuberculosis (TBP), the patient was commenced on isoniazid 300 mg, rifabutin 600mg and ethambutol 2 gr per day for 2 months and continued with isoniazid, and rifampicin for another 4 months. He showed good response with normal ranges of CRP one month after initiation of anti-tuberculosis therapy. The patient was followed up in the clinic, and, fortunately, without adverse events during anti-tuberculosis therapy.

Patients with cirrhosis are considered at higher risk for development of TBP [1]. Analysis of ascitic fluid in TBP usually reveals lymphocytic ascites with SAAG <1.1 g/dL [2]. However, similar to our case, patients with concomitant cirrhosis may have neutrophil predominance and SAAG >1.1 g/dL in up to 40% and 71% of cases, respectively [2]. In our patient, we were able to establish the diagnosis of TBP based on Gen-Probe, which is a quick, specific, but expensive test for the activity of tuberculosis.

In the literature, few patients with pulmonary tuberculosis during or after discontinuation of antiviral therapy for hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection have been described [3]. Although tuberculosis has been associated with the development of interferon-induced neutropenia/lymphopenia, recent studies have found that other factors, such as age over 50 years and diabetes mellitus, are significantly associated with the occurrence of infections in patients under anti-HCV therapy (our patient was older than 50 years) [4,5]. To our knowledge, this is the first case report of TBP associated with antiviral therapy against HCV infection.
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Right-sided pancreaticopleural fistula

Larisa Vasilieva*, Sofia Adamidi*, Naso Kittou*, Konstantinos Papiris*, Andreas Romanos*, Spyros P. Dourakis*

Athens University Medical School; Hippokration Hospital, Athens, Greece

Pancreaticopleural fistula (PPF) is a rare complication of chronic pancreatitis due to communication of the pleural cavity (usually the left) with the pancreatic duct [1-5]. In contrast to fistulization, pleural effusion associated with acute
pancreatitis is usually small, left-sided and described as either chemically-induced, sympathetic in nature, or due to the diffusion of pancreatic enzymes through diaphragmatic lymphatics.

We report the case of a 47-year-old alcoholic male with a history of chronic pancreatitis, who was admitted because of non-productive cough, dyspnea and orthopnea. Chest x-ray examination (Fig. 1A) and chest computed tomography (CT) revealed a large right pleural effusion (Fig. 1B) and flocing pancreatic calcifications. A chest drain was inserted and 3.8 L of exudative polymorphonuclear fluid with amylase 34455 U/mL were drained. Magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) examination (Fig. 1C) showed chronic pancreatitis and PPF, and endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) imaging revealed a pancreatic duct with characteristics of chronic pancreatitis and upper part communication with the pleural cavity (Fig. 1D). Initially, we performed pancreatic sphincterotomy. Guide wire catheterization with subsequent balloon cleansing produced secretions. Finally, after a pig tail stent was inserted and somatostatin was prescribed, the health of the patient improved. A second MRCP showed partial closure of the fistula (Fig. 1E) and undetectable amylase in the pleural effusion. The patient is in good health 18 months after endoscopic treatment. No pathological findings were detected in a recent chest CT. A second ERCP was not needed since the pancreatic stent was automatically rejected.

Therapeutic treatment of PPF consists of administration of somatostatin [1] and endoscopic drainage with pancreatic sphincterotomy and stenting of the pancreatic duct [1]. However, this approach is not always possible and the patients are subject to surgical treatment [6].

In conclusion, this case reminds us that PPF is associated rarely with right pleuritis and endoscopic treatment with somatostatin infusion can be effective.
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A 42-year-old woman underwent endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) for cholangitis due to choledocholithiasis and biliary sphincterotomy with double pigtail biliary stent placement was performed. Four-six hours after the procedure, she developed subcutaneous swelling over the neck with crepitus over it. In the next

Figure 1 (A) A chest x-ray examination showing a right pleural effusion. (B) A chest computed tomography showing a right pleural effusion. (C) Communication of the pancreatic duct with the pleural cavity on magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) imaging. (D) The pleuropancreatic fistula on endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography imaging. (E) The pleuropancreatic fistula partially closed on MRCP imaging
few hours the swelling extended all over the abdomen
and chest. Abdominal computed tomography (CT) scan
showed extensive subcutaneous emphysema in
abdomen, thorax, neck, pneumoretroperitoneum and
pneumomediastinum (Fig. 1). There was no evidence of
contrast leak on CT indicative of overt bowel perforation.
She did not have any other symptoms and was managed
with intravenous antibiotics and fluids. The subcutaneous
emphysema started to resolve in another 48 h. Patient was
discharged after resolution of emphysema and underwent
repeat ERCP with stone extraction 4 weeks later. She is
asymptomatic on follow up.

Duodenal perforation leads to retroperitoneal air
collection, which tracks into thorax and subsequently
into subcutaneous tissues. It is believed that congenital
or acquired pores in the diaphragm allow air to move
between the abdominal and thoracic cavity [1]. Another
hypothesis is that trauma to the duodenal wall by the
endoscope allows air to enter the mucosa and extend
along the perineural and perivascular sheaths to enter
the mediastinum [2]. The visceral space of the deep fascia
in the neck surrounds the trachea and esophagus and is
contiguous with the diaphragmatic and/or esophageal
hiatus and major airways of the thorax [3]. This establishes
free communication between the retroperitoneum,
mediastinum, and subcutaneous tissues of the neck.
Subcutaneous emphysema emerges in the neck and extends
to the chest wall through the endothoracic fascia and then
to abdomen through transversalis fascia.

ERCP-related perforations are classified by 2 systems.
Howard et al proposed a 3-group classification system based
on the mechanism of ERCP-related perforation (group 1: guidewire related; group 2: periampullary; and group 3:
duodenal perforations) [4]. Alternatively, Stapfer et al
classified perforations into 4 types based on severity and
anatomical location (type I: lateral or medial duodenal wall
perforations (Howard group III); type II: peri-Vaterian
injury (Howard group II); type III: bile or pancreatic duct
injury (comparable to Howard group I since the majority of
these perforations are caused by guidewire handling); and
type IV: presence of retroperitoneal air alone [5].

Treatment of ERCP-related perforations depends on
the type of injury and the patient’s clinical status. All Stapfer
type I perforations require immediate surgery [4,5]. The
type of surgery depends on the size of perforation (oversewing
with omental patch, gastrojejunostomy, tube duodenostomy,
and extensive debridement). The approach to management
of type II perforations is variable. Most tend to seal
spontaneously by 48-72 hours, but 10–40% of patients may
require surgical repair [6,7]. Type III perforations usually
close spontaneously. They can be conservatively managed
with placement of a biliary stent [4]. Type IV perforations
result in retroperitoneal air leak. They may not have an
overt transmural perforation as in the index case and can
be managed non-operatively. There are only few reports
of such extensive subcutaneous emphysema subsequent to
ERCP [2].
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